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INTRODUCTION

Networks have evolved from simple systems that enable communication between peers to complex ones that perform
complex tasks. This has lead to a new architectural design, the Software Defined Networking (SDN) [13]. Moreover, the
advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) and emerging paradigms like smart grid has also evolved and adopted complex
network designs [5, 19]
Integrating SDN to these systems can offer many benefits and challenges as well. In this paper we present a fault
tolerant SDN controller combining multiple Ryu instances [21] and coordinate them via Zookeeper framework [10].
Moreover a user friendly front-end dashboard is presented allowing the user (i.e. the administrator) to monitor and
interact with the network. Based on the aforementioned remarks the contribution of this work are:
• High availability SDN controller solution: A fault tolerant SDN controller consisting of multiple Ryu SDN
controllers coordinated by the Zookeeper framework that offers a high availability control plane.
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• Resource efficient synchronisation service: A synchronisation and coordination service that coordinate the
Ryu instances to elect a master controller.
• Lightweight front-end interface: A user friendly dashboard to visualise the network and assist the administrator in enforcing policies to data plane devices.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work related to SDN applications
in cybersecurity. In Section 3 an overview of the SDN paradigm is discussed briefly. Section 4 present the proposed
architecture that was designed. Section 5 is dedicated to applications and other security services that make use of SDN
capabilities to enforce a desired pocily, or behaviour, to the data plane. Finally, Section 6 concluded the work presented
in this paper and provides future directions.
2

RELATED WORK

Although SDN offers many benefits compared to traditional approaches it introduces a single point of failure, namely,
the SDN controller [11]. In the past decade, the research community has proposed several solutions often adopting
distributed system approaches [2]. Moreover various works focus on the security applications offered by SDN, such as
[17, 18, 22, 23, 26]
Zhao and Wu [24] proposed a scalable SDN architecture that can handle WAN traffic without overloading the control
plane. The authors propose a joint design methods that take into consideration multiple parameters by formulating
an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. The computed result is a set of the minimal controller set instances to
achieve load balancing and ensure proper scalability. To further minimize the computation time the authors propose a
heuristic approach. The proposed system achieves lower controller instances at the cost of more computational time to
identify the optimal placement.
Molina et al [15] highlight the diverse needs of the IEC-61850 protocol stack in terms of communication and design
an SDN-based framework to perform Traffic Engineering named Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM). The proposed
scheme integrates IEC-61850 Substation Configuration Language (SCL) models used to specify substation behaviour.
By parsing these configuration files the control plane can allocate networking resources, create virtual paths between
devices and prioritize traffic. Specifically for each pair of devices, the control plane construct a Layer-2 VLAN tag to
distinguish traffic from other device pairs. To evaluate SGAM the authors design a prototype using OpenDaylight
controller, OpenVswitch (OVS) software switch and Mininet emulator. Results of use case scenarios demonstrated
enhanced security, monitoring and routing of IEC-61850 traffic.
Ravana [12] is a fault-tolerant SDN controller that processes control messages in a transactional manner ensuring
a multi-stage action is completed entirely or reverts the steps and rollback to the previous state. To achieve this
level of fault-tolerance Ravana uses many well-known practices of distributed application design. Specifically, Ravana
introduces a two-stage replication protocol that ensures event messages are delivered and their processing is completed
successfully storing all information in a shared in-memory log. The authors further optimize the proposed design through
parallelization of event logging and transaction processing. Evaluation results show that Ravana’s fault-tolerance
introduces little overhead in terms of throughput if some inconsistencies can be tolerated.
Görkemli et al. [8, 9] propose a network control mechanism of switches where switches communicate with SDN
controller instances over an in-band overlay network. The proposed system architecture includes three tiers, namely,
the controller cloud, the out-of-band switches fabric and the in-band controlled switches. A key component of the
proposed architecture is the Control Plane Manager (CPM) responsible to monitor the network, collecting statistics,
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and performance metrics to efficiently load-balance the controller instance load. The purpose of the out-of-band tier is
to quickly load-balance traffic or reroute using OpenFlow Flow tables as the control flow table for data plane to control
plane traffic. The evaluation results of scenarios run in a complex network demonstrate lower overall CPU utilization
and lower communication overhead.
3

OVERVIEW OF SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [13] is an emerging paradigm that automates network monitoring and management
processes resulting in lower costs and complexity by decoupling data plane and control plane mechanisms. The separation
of these two planes is characterised by establishing well-defined communication interfaces. Figure 1 illustrates the
architectural design of an software defined network.
In an SDN environment, all networking devices (e.g. routers, firewalls, etc.) are responsible for packet forwarding
only. Moreover, networking devices now are programmable in the sense that they can be programmed and enforce the
desired behaviour through programming interfaces. This approach simplifies the management of these devices and
enables rapid prototyping and innovation, granting network operators the ability to create custom solutions.
A key entity in the SDN paradigm is the SDN controller, a logically centralised software stack responsible to manage
the networking infrastructure and ensure overall network stability [25]. The SDN controller exposes two interfaces, the
Southbound Interface (SBI) and the Northbound Interface (NBI). The SBI defines the communication protocols utilised
between the SDN Controller and the data plane device.
Multiple SBIs have been defined over the years [14] with OpenFlow being the predominant one. NBIs on the other
hand expose an interface to external services. Through an NBI other services can collect statistics from the controller,
or instruct it to enforce a high-level policy. Most modern SDN controllers support two NBIs, REST and RPC.

Fig. 1. SDN architecture

4

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system architecture can operate on multiple environments like EPES, Edge or LAN. In particular the
proposed system can collect statistics from data plane devices, monitor network flows, mitigate malicious actions and
enforced desired policies. It includes a three-tier approach to achieve this, namely, (a) Risk assessment, (b) intrusion
3
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detection and finally, (c) self-healing [7]. The SDN controller plays a crucial roles in the design architecture as depicted
in Figure 2. In the following subsections each component is analysed and discussed.
4.1

SDN Controller

The SDN Controller (SDNC) is based on the Ryu framework [21] and is enhanced with additional features to cover the
needs of diverse environments like Local Area Networks (LANs), EPES and Edge. Unlike the publicly available Ryu,
SDNC offers multiple enhancements. Firstly link delay estimation and expose these measurements to other applications
through its REST API. Secondly, with the help of the Synchronisation and Coordination Service (SCS) multiple Ryu
instances can be coordinated and elect a master controller. Finally, existing applications have been enhanced to prevent
ARP broadcast storms and communicate with the data plane when elected.

Fig. 2. High Level View of the SDN Controller

4.2

Synchronisation and Coordination Service

The SCS is a background service that supports the master controller elections process. SCS is based on the Zookeeper
framework [10], a popular framework for distributed services coordination. Multiple SDNC instances register themselves
in a distributed tree structure and run the same master election process to elect a master. Moreover, the SCS exposes a
simple REST API endpoint for other services to identify the master controller instance. The master election process
is based on the Zookeeper Election recipe. Each data plane device is added as a node to a tree-like structure. If the
corresponding controller is connected to that device then it is added as a lead-node under that data plane ID and
assigned a unique number. The election process chooses the lowest leaf-node as the master controller. In case an SDNC
node is disconnected their corresponding leaf-nodes are deleted and the election process is started anew. It is important
to set proper timeout limits to avoid unnecessary node deletions.
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Fig. 3. Technical overview of the SDN Controller

4.3

SDN Dashboard

The SDN Dashboard (SDND) is a user-friendly Graphical User Interface that eases the management and monitoring of
the networking infrastructure. Using the SDNC REST API it can collect statistics, push custom flow commands and
visualize the topology. To realise the SDND the Django framework was used [4]. Figure 4 depicts the home page of the
SDN Dashboard whereas Figure 5.
5

SDN-BASED SECURITY APPLICATIONS

SDN has a lot to offer to SG communications. Having full control of the data plane where CPS devices operate can timely
detect misbehaviours and minimize potential side effects. This section discusses SDN applications in SG environments.
5.1

SDN-enabled Devices

Most IoT devices support protocols like Modbus or MQTT that were designed decades ago. When initially released, these
protocols assumed a close secure environment with no internet access to limited personnel. IoT though assumes these
devices will be connected to the internet and communicate with other services. SDN technology can help stakeholders
integrate these devices minimizing the security risks and assisting their proper functionality without disrupting their
functionality. Connected IoT devices in an SDN-based environment can assist administrators closely monitor such
interactions and if needed restrict them instantaneously.
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Fig. 4. Home page of the SDN Dashboard

5.2

Risk Assessment

Risk assessment involves proper estimation of the negative impact and actions that may impose and proper mitigation
actions to minimize these negative effects in the most suitable manner [20]. The SDN technology could provide finegrained statistics collected directly from data plane devices. Moreover, an SDN-enabled data plane can accurately and
timely enforce risk mitigation policies. Depending on the type of statistics requested they can be port-based, flow-based
or switch-based. Port-based statistics include measurements related to number of bytes that traversed through this port,
errors in frames redundancy checks and number of drop packets. Flow-based statistics include number of packets that
triggered a particular rules and number of total bytes this rule is applied on. Finally, switch-based statistics include
measurements like total number of flows installed in that device and metrics like table popularity. Figure 5 depicts
statistics collected from all three aforementioned statistics categories.

Fig. 5. SDN dashboard controller statistics

5.3

SDN-based Honeypots

Honeypots are software components that emulate the behaviour of other services and assets [16]. Their aim is to distract
any attacker from targeting a real asset or at least delay them for mitigation actions to take effect. The SDN technology
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can assist honeypots in blending into the network in many fashions. Taking full advantage of SDN capabilities security
solutions can instruct the network to isolate attackers in honeypot networks (honeynets) [1] or redirect traffic to
honeypots [3] with zero disruptions. Traffic redirection is enforced at the source and destination switches ensuring
minimal flow disruption, whereas the priority of these rules is higher to ensure default behaviour override. Depending
on the scope of the attack the redirection rule can be MAC-based or IP-based.
5.4

Host isolation

Unlike traditional security solutions (e.g., firewalls, Access Control Lists - ACLs), an SDN-based environment can isolate
malicious hosts from critical services in a transparent manner without disrupting the normal operation of benign
hosts [18]. When a malicious host is identified proper mitigation actions are taken. Firstly, they are blocked from
communicating with any real asset. This step ensures protection of the remaining assets. Secondly, the malicious host
is redirected to honeypot replicas of real assets to further inspect their behaviour and motivations.
5.5

High accuracy Quality of Service

Many SG applications and protocols impose strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements on the network. Failing to
meet those requirements can lead to a negative impact on operators and stakeholders. SDN can easily prioritise traffic
of mission-critical applications or redirect traffic with little-to-no disruptions for other services [6]. The SDN controller
can assist other services in decision making processes by offering statistics to them.
6

CONCLUSION

The inevitable evolution of electrical grids into smart grids offers many benefits and introduces new security threats
as well. In this paper an in-depth discussion of the benefits SDN technology has to offer in SG communications was
presented. In particular, an actual SDN solution deployed in the context of a European funded project was discussed
and examples stemming from that project were presented in addition to other possible application scenarios. In the
future we intend to evolve the existing architecture taking into consideration lessons learnt and limitations they came
across. Also, the authors consider adopting this solution to edge and IoT environments.
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